
ASK STAFF FOR DETAILS

Of being tired?
0f weight gain and fatigue?

Of low libido and performance?
Of hot flashes and night sweats?
Of focus and memory problems?

ARE YOU TIRED....

Reclaim your energy,
vitality & passion

          
                          can be

                      LIFE CHANGING

Its Time.....
FOR A PHYSICIAN-GUIDED

WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAM

BIO-IDENTICAL  HORMONE
REPLACEMENT THERAPY

 SET APPOINTMENT TODAY

Lose up to

40 lbs in 

40 days



 

ARE YOU TIRED… 
of being tired?  

of weight gain and fatigue? 

of low sex-drive and performance? 

of mood swings and irritability?  

of hot flashes and night sweats? 

of focus and memory problems? 
______________________________________________________ 

TESTOSTERONE 

THERAPY 
and 

BIO-IDENTICAL 

HORMONE REPLACEMENT 

may be your answer! 

 

 

 

 
 Healthy Horizon Clinic  

  
832.940.7071 
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The slow, steady decline in hormones 

was once considered an inevitable part 

of aging.  We now have learned that 

certain hormone deficiencies are not 

only reversible, but that some, left 

untreated, can lead to significant 

physical and behavioral changes.  It is 

estimated that over 14 million men, 

and millions more women over age 40 

suffer from “Low T” symptoms! 
 

For men and women, 
 

BIO-IDENTICAL HORMONE 
REPLACEMENT and   

TESTOSTERONE THERAPY can 

                     

□ improve energy and vitality 

□ restore sexual function and desire 

□ improve focus and memory 

□ reduce body fat 

□ increase muscle mass and strength 

□ improve mood and well-being 

□ restore healthy sleep 

▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬ 
Reclaim your energy, enthusiasm, and 

passion…reconnect with your partner 

and family…revitalize your career! 

▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬▬ 
 

7106 Spencer Highway 
Pasadena, Texas 77505 
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